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ABSTRACT

This chapter presents the conceptual and theoretical aspects of emerging pedagogies in the Networked Knowledge Communities (NKCs). The author looks into the notions of networked knowledge communities and emerging pedagogies by analyzing their basic concepts, structures, and components. Then, the chapter explores the possibilities of emerging pedagogies as a concept and as a practice in the context of NKCs. Finally, it discusses the pedagogical implications of emerging pedagogies, specifically focusing on teachers’ knowledge bases of emerging pedagogies in the NKCs.

INTRODUCTION

Pedagogy is a historical notion shifting with the consciousness of society and the imperatives of time. Traditionally, the notion of pedagogies is understood as the art and science of teaching and in a one-dimensional way as the methods of instruction dealing with how to teach. Today, the meaning of pedagogy transcends its traditional understanding as it involves multidimensional and emergent pedagogical knowledge bases (Munby, Russell, & Martin, 2001). Currently, the pedagogical knowledge bases can be described within the two broad categories: the knowledge bases of teaching and the knowledge bases of educational contexts. Briefly, the knowledge bases of teaching – from now on I refer to them as pedagogical components – can be described in terms of technological pedagogical content.
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knowledge (TPCK) that includes pedagogical knowledge, content knowledge, technological knowledge, and the knowledge generated within the intersections of these components (Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Shulman, 1987). The knowledge bases of educational contexts – from now on I refer to them as pedagogical contexts – are the larger contexts of education such as socio-cultural, economic, political, and technological conditions. These pedagogical components and contexts are constantly evolving, expanding, and shifting. The evolving nature of these pedagogical components and contexts, in turn, incite the building of new types of pedagogies. For instance, new pedagogies appeared with the arrival of the Internet in the 1990s (e.g., online teaching and learning) and currently newer pedagogies are emerging with social media and cloud computing.

Similarly, as today’s society is transforming into a “network society” (Castells, 1996; van Dijk, 2006) and “knowledge society” (Bell, 1976; Stehr, 1994) while embracing the “knowledge economy” (Powell & Snellman, 2004), there is a demand for new types of pedagogies that promote knowledge building and advancement (Delanty, 2001; Harrégeaves, 2003). With the rapid globalization and the proliferation of social networking technologies (e.g., social media), new types of learning communities are surfacing, where people from all around the world create and share their ideas, stories, and knowledges. These learning communities are the networked knowledge communities (NKCs) that proactively participate in building and advancing knowledges. Since the notion of knowledge is at the core of pedagogies, NKCs provide new pedagogical contexts. Therefore, as I have argued elsewhere (Gurung, 2013), the notion of pedagogies should be framed as “emerging pedagogies” so as to capture the ever-changing pedagogical components and contexts.

In this chapter, I discuss the conceptual and theoretical aspects of emerging pedagogies in the contexts of networked knowledge communities. The NKCs are defined as the various types of knowledge building communities formed within the interplay of three emerging contexts – knowledge society, network society, and knowledge economy. The NKCs are conceptualized and used as the pedagogical contexts in order to capture the concurrently evolving contexts. First, I look into the notions of networked knowledge communities and emerging pedagogies by analyzing their basic concepts, structures, and components. Then, I move on to exploring possibilities of emerging pedagogies within the context of NKCs. Pedagogical possibilities are explored using “rethinking” and “interplay” as the conceptual frameworks (Gurung, 2013). Finally, I discuss the pedagogical implications of emerging pedagogies, specifically focusing on teachers’ knowledge bases in the NKCs.

BASIC CONCEPTS AND STRUCTURES OF NETWORKED KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITIES

A networked knowledge community (NKC) consists of the three basic concepts: knowledge, network, and community (See Figure 1). The concept of knowledge is at the core of the NKC. As opposed to the traditional concept of knowledge, in the NKC it is not a fixed truth, but a fluid construct that is purposely redefined across contexts within an individual’s or a group’s domains of beliefs, experiences, and perspectives. The contexts imply that a (body of) knowledge has sociological, utilitarian, psychological/cognitive, and technical dimensions among others (Bell, 1976; Goldman, 1999; Stehr, 1994). For some, knowledge can be a commodity – a material resource for production and consumption (Powell & Snellman, 2008), for some others it can be a source of “power” to emancipate oneself (Foucault, 1972; Freire, 2000) and embrace as an agent for social change, and yet for some others it can be a hegemonic device – an oppressive tool – to maintain the status quo (e.g., entitled privileges) and to reproduce culture.